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Classwork – Section 3 – Multiplying Matrices II 

Just for a change, we’re going to start with…Professor Apollo’s grade matrix!  

Student Name Spear Sword Shield Defense 

Ares Tottle 100 105 99 100 

Herod Itis  80 90 85 85 

Thuce Ididees 95 90 0 85 

Pie Thagoras  70 75 70 75 

Playte Oh 85 90 95 90 

 

As you doubtless recall, the good Professor calculated final grades by the following computation: “Spear” 

counts 30%, “Sword” counts 20%, “Shield” counts 15%, and the big final project on “Defense” counts 35%. 

He was able to represent each student’s final grade as the product of a row matrix (for the student) times a 

column matrix (for the weighting). 

Exercise 1: Just to make sure you remember, write the matrix multiplication that Professor Apollo would use 

to find the grade for “Thuce Ididees.” Make sure to include both the two matrices being multiplied, and the 

final result! 

 

 

 

I’m sure you can see the problem with this, which is that you have to write a separate matrix multiplication 

problem for every student. To get around that problem, we’re going to extend our definition of matrix 

multiplication so that the first matrix no longer has to be a single row—it may be many rows. Each row of 

the first matrix becomes a new row in the answer. So, Professor Apollo can now multiply his entire student 

matrix by his weighting matrix, and out will come a matrix with all his grades! 

Exercise 2: Let’s try it. Do the following matrix multiplication. The answer will be a 3×1 matrix with the 

final grades for “Thuce Ididees,” “Pie Thagoras,” and “Playte Oh.”  

[
95 90 0 85
70 75 70 75
85 90 95 90

] [

0.30
0.20
0.15
0.35

] =                                        

OK, let’s step back and review where we are. Yesterday, we learned how to multiply a row matrix times a 

column matrix. Now we have learned that you can add more rows to the first matrix, and they just become 

extra rows in the answer. 
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For full generality of matrix multiplication, you just need to know this: if you add more columns to second 

matrix, they become additional columns in the answer! As an example, suppose Professor Apollo wants to 

try out a different weighting scheme, to see if he likes the new grades better. So he adds the new column to 

his weighting matrix. The first column represents the original weighting scheme, and the second column 

represents the new weighting scheme. The result will be a 3x2 matrix where each row is a different student 

and each column is a different weighting scheme. Got all that? Give it a try now! 

Exercise 3:  

[
95 90 0 85
70 75 70 75
85 90 95 90

] [

0.30 0.40
0.20 0.20
0.15 0.30
0.35 0.10

] =                                        

 


